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ABSTRACT 

This papar applies Kirk»ood,s method for calculating the configura- 

tional free energy F of a solid solution to a solid solution ABj inha- 

biting a f&oe«eentered cubic lattice. In this method* the free energy 

F is expressed as a series in (kT)""1, and our calculation go»» a© far 

ae the coefficient of (kT)"^. 

If the order of the solid solution is denoted by S and the free 

energy on neglecting O(kT)"*1 by Fa, the relation between FB and S are 

found to depend on a ia a narked aanner. m particular, Pj and Rj have 

always a minimum at S=*0» implying no snperlattice may exist. The fore- 

going is actually nothing but an indication of the slow convergence for 

the expansion of F in (kT)"*1. 

On expressing F a© a series ia 

fj 3£esp{- (VAA + % ~ ^AB^}"" l 

where VAA» Vg« *"* VAB are interaction energies between AA* BB and AB 

pairs of nearest neighbors and denoting by F?a the free energy on 

»gleeting Ofrj*)» we find that F«2 and F'sj do not give us any super- 



lattice, but F!4, FVj do,    m fact, from F'^, F^, we get a sudden 

change of S accompanied by a latent heat, just as in the earlier theories. 

F!4» F*5 behave similarly, so we may hope they approximate the actual 

free energy* 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this short article is to apply Kirkwood'sHiethod 

for calculating the free energy of solid solution of a face-centsred 

lattice and through which to discuss related questions of   fuperl&ttlce* 

There were quite a few theories of superlattiee of face-centered 

cubic lattice, m 1955» Bragg and William™ offered a primary theotfr*. 

Since Bethel)proposed a method for discussing the superlattiee of AB 

type crystal, Palerls^had applied this method to study questions of 

face-centered cubic lattice. There was one point in his result that: 

disagreed with fact. According to his theory, the superlattiee of 

AuOux alloy under any low temperature does not correspond with stable 

equilibrium* Applying expanded chemical method must also take a group 

of proper lattice-point to calculate the number of various neighboring 

pairs and then the conclusion^' of existance of superlattiee can be 

drawn* Bren then, there is still a great distance between the results 

of Brag^-Willlam method and chemical method as far as the quantity is 

concerned, such as the sudden change in the dropping of critical 

temperature. 

As to the application of Xirtarood method for solving questions of 

face-centered lattice, Nis and Shookley had discussed it in a thesis. 



They calculated Thieles stai-invariableAj, &1*> the coefficient of 

(kT)"*£ in the series for the expansion of P in (kT)"1}. But it le not 

hard to notice that if neglecting 0(kT)~2 in the series for the 

expansion of P in (k?)"1, then the phenomenon of superlattdee is 

nonexietanee. 

Us this article we apply this method to oalculate high #>we* 4»m 

of expansion of free energy, and caloulate coefficienta*«™ of (kT)""2 

and (kT)"4. There are two reasons t Pirstly» Etrkwood method is strict 

and it is worthwhile to applying it for calculating the free energy. 
lattice 

Secondly, the structural feature of face-centered    is that 

nel^ibors of any lattice-point can be mutually neighboring to each 
does v . 

other (This point  not appear   in AB type lattice). The interaction 

between neighbors does not appear inÄ,andAabut appear in A.3 • ®ms» 

for the apprehension of feature of face-centered lattice, we must 

calculate As» 

She result of calculation is this. When we negleet A4»A5, .... etc 

(neglecting oftkT)*"^ we could only notice the sudden change in the 

specific heat but not the latent heat in the theoretical result, just 

lib» the ease of AB type. And when we negleet\,?i(,,   *ts (nog- 

leating o((kT)"5)| we could not notice any sudden change in theoretical 

result. 

fhis does not mean that Kirkwood method is doubtful. It only 

indicates the slow convergence for the expansion of P in (kT)"* at 

the neighborhood of our studying temperature T. Obviously, the dist- 

ribution function of solid solution is the polynomial of (see 

lyprofessor Wang Chu-chi indicated that he worked on this in 19^3 but 
the rasult was not published    _ 



following paragraph for above terns) 

*x\>l-(VAA+VBB-2V„)/m 

fmns it is also the polynomial of 

,aexp{- {VAA+Vt»-WAB)/kT)-l 

Therefore, the expansion of free energy in "1? is possible. Aad this 

expansion seems more reasonable than the expansion of F in (kT)"**. In 

this expansion, if we neglect Ofa2) or 0(TJ2), we could not notice any 

sudden change. But If we neglect Q(T/*) or Q(rp),  we could obtain latent 

heat. This result is obviously sore reliable than the result from the 

discussion of expansion of P in (kT)"1. (see paragraph III for details) 

II   COURSE OP CALCULATION 

The calculation here is identical to calculation lit item (8J in 
-vOisly 

the blliography. We want to indicate here^Shs difference lä calculation 

between, .ours and those of that paper. 

A face-centered cubic lattice can be considered as a cross-looked 

structure of four simple cubic lattice. The points of lattice of these 

four simple cubic lattice can be represented by a.  , bt , bz $  and 03 . 

Whsn we let« point occupying the top of a typical cube, b   and so forth 
unit 

will then occupy the eenters of six faces of the cube, the three 

kj » i>2» a"d b3 are identical as far as their positions in the 

crystal is concerned. In the following calculation we will use b  to 

represent their points and not to separate bs $ b^t  and b3»  This sim- 

plifies calculation. 

Let A and B as two kinds of atoms of «olid solution. Introducing 



£d *£b*Kb*  ^Ahfc', the definitions ares 

^Aä j   when A  has one A atom, 

^0 

Art-I 

>J CD 

when <* has one B atom; 

when h has one A atom, 

when b has one B atom; 

when <*   and 6   are nearest neighbors, 

when a   and b   are not nearest neighbors ! 

when b   end 6' &r© nearest neighbors, 

ssO     when b   **A b' are a*»"1 a»*08"*1 neighbors! 

where f> and fc'  represent different £» lattice-point.    Let 4K represents 

number of points of entire crystal, N0   as the msriber of A atom in a 

unit.lattice ftnd ^ as t^ nVunber of A atom in b unit.lattice we 

have 

Let YM, VQB.Y^ express the interaction onergies of neighboring AA, 

BB and AB pairs respectively, then the potential energy of the crystal 

obviously is i' 

Constant +1' CE**»£«£»+r^SW&&'] ' ^ ) 

where the term in the bracket is neighboring number of AA pair which 

can be represented by X. Thus, the distribution functional of solid 

solution of face-centered lattice can be written as (neglecting the 

cogstant in 0)J 

~l) (5) can be proved as follows: potential energy as 

By applying (2) and following (12) & (15). **>°™  equation can be reduced 
to expression (5) 5 



Q(0t6',T)~2f(4N,mfSN6',X)f*, (5) 

where Ä represent« -V/kTi /(%» No', >rö' , X) represents distribu- 

tion number for distribution of N#, 5N£' number of A atoms in a 

face-centered lattice solid solution 

of 4l total points of lattice. In. distribution» NS number of A atoas 

are placed on a unit cell, 5N# of A atoms are placed on b unit cell» 

and at the same time let the adjacent number of AA pair as X* Accord« 

ing to methods in ( l)  and £&}  , toe above equation oan be change to 

where % represents the average of Xa under various distribution» See 

itea (öl in bibliography for meaning. Since 

after M is obtained* log£lean be expressed as 

log(^)&')+§^W, 
therefore free energy can be expressed as 

sse ( SJfor relationship of ^ and M» 

Just as indicated in thesis (8J , the main problem is to obtain % 

tha Mji hst®  is 

vhere { y represents average, with reference to(l] andj^ßj.    Per 

obtaining the above,  the term in the bracket is expanded.  Therefore 

the terms we wish to obtain are terns of 



and the like. In these kind of expressions, tt, (L  , ..... are not equal, 

and b  , b' , ... .are also not equal to each other. And any lower mark 

A. * a! ,  ••• b » y' *  •••eon appear more than once (see Co) ). 

Since ^£A£ >'}*(k£i>*'"7  aad ^ po8itionS of a * #■' *  •••» b » b $  ••« 

have no relationship, (9) becomes^^«^,^^' ""^ times 

utilise method used in(8} , we can obtain 

(10) 

<€&>> - «AT (8W -1VHJV (*V -1 >, • • •. 

(U) 

as to tie calculation of expression similar to expression (10), we 

start from 

3>*-2,  £>•«>-a*»  £>-M/~a2 (12) 

(where Z represents total neighboring number of a lattice point which 

equals 12).    We can obtain 

SX»t.-23Ts, / 

SV^-A-:(J:-l)i 
(13) 

and so forth. The method used is the same as the method in thesis (sj. 

Therefore we are not going to show the details. We put various kind of 

expression (10) containing two or three 7\ in the appendix as 

reference material for our readers. 

The results are; 



+ 

K^Nz60'(l-0)(l-0l)+Nz0'-(l-0')", 

-V?,S(Yi-2z)0'Hl-0>)*+\-±S)\WH\--lha-0'f+ 

(14) 

where X represents common value of 

tf-^X^W/.^ (15.2) 

^1   *2» ^5 represent separately 

A'-'S'-AvWn» > (16) 

to prove (15.1) e^ual.   to (15*2), let 2Ab as common neighboring number 

of a pair of neareat neighbors d and b . Obviously, it equals to 4, 

thus 

2*.^»'W-J!*«A»-]g**4-4tfz. (17) 

meanwhile,  let Zfcp'as the    common neighboring number of a pair of 

nearest neighbors  b   and j>'  , which is also 4,  thus 

8 



- 2 >.»»<26v - 2 htht-hv - 2iV2.4 - 4i\Tz= 4ilrz. (18) 

this concurrently proves Y^ 48. As to the Yi, Yg» and Yj, w© have 

the following equations: 

and we obtain 

11*72»  Y2«144,  Y5-«144 (20) 

For the sake of proving equation (14) we may discuss the specific 

condition of 0« £'' » at which 

;r«4-£Je.6&* (21) 

where C represents any point on the crystal lattice. The calculation 

is totally the same ae the calculation of free energy of AB type crystal. 

The only difference is the values of 

%\c'Acd'  (22) 

and so forth,    lb the AB typ©» 

V VVtfWV* « 2 KiK'Kvh;, -!-2 >.j,AvWV«., (24) 

To the AB type lattice,  if we also let 4N as the   total number of 

lattice point, then the definition of y   in theais^ö] should be 

thus,  the righ^side of (24) becomes 4Ny «Therefore,  if we let Y 

in equation (l4) as 0 and 2YX 4 4Yj + Y2 as ty »  equation (14) should be 



AB type's corresponding result which is the same as the corresponding 

result in thesis f 6}.    Of course, for the sake of comparison, we 
jiumber. of 

rauet multiply 4 to the result in( 8) because the tota^Tlattice point 

here is 421 and the total marker of lattice point in (fi} is H. Based 

on this point and from the result in (8j we could almost guess the 

possessive term in equation (14) outside of I.    The term containing 

Y in our most important term. 

Ill      DISCUSSIOJS OH THE RESULT 

introduce the presumption of B + 3$'*?1 which also mean that 

let N as the total number of A atom and introduce the values of z, 

I,   ... and so forth, we obtain 

~0h\9+ (l-O)ln(l-O) + (1 -0)h\ (~^ + (2+»)!n   "t° +4!n4-8lnH + 
.•» t-J 

v     -f |l.6- * <l+0-20s)Ja+jo.422~ jL ('2+70-irufi + Ox + M'\l «* + 

+ Jo.246- * (2+250-54/>9-6O3+6(^l-60s<-]g0K)|<i9+ 

+ ?0. 200 - -TgU- C236 -f fiO» W - ti8580* -19174Ö3 + 32N044' + 

+196408 -196720"+197607+8844Ö"; j««+ • • •: t S5 > 

where P represents free energy. Under different temperature, the 

dependence of   f F(0) - ?{j )}/M to 0 can be illustrated by figure» 

In the above equation when only** term is retained, the curve tells us 

that we have a sudden change of one & and latent heat shown in the 

sudden change. When only«t»ct4 terms are retained, the curve tells us 

10 



we do not have sudden change. The condition is the same when a. , d2 » 

tX,*, ct
4are retained. The curve shown by retaining d , d*t d3 tells us 

that our -i=- has a sudden change which corresponds to the condition 

where critical heat has sudden change. We do not intend to plot these 

curves here. 

From this we can see that the above showing is because at the 

neighborhood of our concerned temperature, the convergence of equation 

(25) is very slow. Therefore when retaining CL  »ct2and also when 

retaining d.  , dz» a?, a*,  the most important term in the free energy 

expression becomes the term at the end. And the symbol of end term 

has no relation with the symbol of VM 4- VßB - Zf^  .  Because the 

forming of superlattice is mainly due to VM 4 VßB - ^V^ > 0» CL » 

d*  terms have no relationship with the formation of superlattice. 

This also means that when retaining ac , ttx,  and SUMS also when retain- 

ing et , a.3-* c?t cL*»  the most important term in the free energy expressior 

has no relation with the forming of superlattice. This is why the 

f-6  curve has the above showing. 

To avoid the above mentioned faults, the expansion of F in (k?)~ 

can be changed to £x£a expansion of F in 

According to the definition of distribution function, it is polynomial 

of expct. It is also the polynomial of??. Therefore, when free energy 

is expressed as 

11 



g should be expressed as a series of ?l .    This atleast is more 

reasonable as it is expressed as a series of (kT)    •    Thus, we obtain 

I F(0) - F(Ly\f
!ykr x0]n 0 + <f -0) In (I - 0) + (1-9)In £-7 *> + 

+ <'l+0)\n  2+° +41n4-31n3+[l.8-J (1 + 0-20*) ~}r}+ 

+ \-i\a2m~^i-2J>+2j>o-ft?)s+/f'+w)]rf+ 

+ [«.3241-  '^{?>+VM~'>l(fi-Htß+mu>-W--V>tr-)\r+ 

+ . ~0.15ia + -5-J-x7 (682 + 81ft9-41^14/^+IfiOftV/«-19664^*-89ft«W» + 

+ ] 57840--1»760r-36440») ]»/+ — . (27) 
-i 

due to the presumption of Vy. + VgB - 2V.« > 0 , the change of ^is 

within (0S, -1).  Therefore the convergence of the above expansion is 

comparatively good.    When we only retain?? and neglect 0(772)s f-$ 
hand 

curve tells us that we do have any sudden change.    The right""§xde 
hand 

of (27) at this instance has the same pattern as the right^ide of 

(25} retaining (kT)      term only«    But zone of change of r\ here is 

from -1 to zero and the change of«< in (25) is from (-0«) to zero. 

Therefore even the patterns are the same» "no sudden change" is 

still possible.    When we retain 7? > vf t but neglect 0{rf) in the 

right side of (27)t $   still has no sudden change.    When we retain 

V   » >?*» 7)* but neglect 0(>?*} in (27), we notice the sudden change 

of 8   .    The critioal case is as followss 

ij.* -0.1)84, X  -4.1», 0, = O.85. (28) 

when we retain 7» » /)*■ t n*$ h4 but neglect O(^J-) in (27), we still 

have the sudden change in $ . 

12 



ifc~-0.054, -^--3.08. Öc«0.W. ^j 

the F-# curves of these two cases are nearly identical. Therefore, we 

believe that they are quite near the real f-6 curve which also means 

that it is not neglecting right-side (27) of any"?? exponent. 
5 

For comparison, we list the result a& advanced by Yang Ohesi-ning y i 

— =2.432,       &«0.955G. (30} 

for reference, we also show the F-$   curve obtained from retaining 

of y) ,/}*,*', Yl4,   in (27). 
3 

Here we shell point out that prior to the introduction of 7)  term, 

the sudden change will not appear. And 7)* term basically is influenced 

by the action of three adjacent atoms contained therein. In other word, 

in our theoritical equation (27), vihen we consider the sudden change, 
be f ween 

we aust consider the interaction . neighbors. In earlier theories this 

point was not significant. 

(Cont'd on following page) 
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Fig. 1 

The relationship of {?{&) -  F(~ } /NkT and & 

(l)?j = ,0.s?   (2)7/= -0.^   (5)^ = >?t==  -0.p5^ 

(4)7;« «0.98    (5) >? == "I 

APPENDIX 

V^e list hex-e equations similar to (10) with respective values of 

containing two and three J\     for reference. 

14 



2X.fcX..»«JV*(i.z-l), 

2>-sX*— Arz(z~l), 

2 *«»W * #Z ( Ar3 - -1 2 + 3 ) , 

2 X» JW » 4iVV - i|- NT? + 4Nz, 

2 XaiXa^.a&. - Arz (2 -1) (z - 2), 

2>^-rt'W-to(2-J>(jfc- * 2+2), 

3£JU»WWv-W+.Y*z*(8-4*) + J AT23+4(z-l)IiVz, 

2 ^-»V«,- ^Ki 2 ~ 1)( H Z ~ 2)' 

2 A*»X^-W - A*z( £ ' - *)(**-1"2+2)» 

v KHK k-hv ■-'- szu-1) • I z-Arr, 

V >..,,/. „,-/.,.,,- - -f tfz»(z -1) <*X ~4)+ 2NY, 

V >.,^.4W«» a M i S ~ 1)(SJV' ~ 2) * 

15 



2, Ktkai'Ky Ä q -Vr1—JV V, 

2X„fcX8v^-= jj iV^z-i-2+1)- 2 jr«»+Ä"»*, 

£A«Wri—' jj N*(.V?- J =+l)(3iV-4)+i-.^23„2-yF, 

2 ^* j.X»»'XkV * -_ ■ J\Tz*( -— z -1J, 

2 A,»-VW = 2.Y2*(-| 2 -1) (2V-1), 

2 W»-W - 4AV( JV' ~|)(JVZ- |r 2+l), 

2 Ä>vW^- « 2iVz( jj z -1)(|- s - 2) , 

2 w w**-»«=iNz(it z~1) (Nz ~2z+2)+2Ni" > 

-16tfs(| 2-l)(Arr-22+2>> -8.VK. 

expression 
Because it is too long, vre do not list here      ■ (10) conuHning 

4 A- 
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